
Final HPC resources topic section comments

All 53 participants in the HPC resources topic section were invited to provide further comments. 
(Participants who reported using both parallel and serial resources could provide comments within each
parallel and serial processing subsection, and thus had two opportunities to comment.)

Comments about parallel resources by participants who use both parallel and serial resources:

• As computational chemistry levels and methods increase -  use of these higher level and more 
demanding calculations are needed to keep up with publishing in top level journals. 

• GPU nodes not working well with Lammps

• Based on my experience, Generally core and node wise in terms of CPU, GPU is fine but memory 
wise it is not enough [noticed we have to lower the memory allocation for the variable due to 
memory error] and data transfer between the node or disk to memory is taking a long time. these are
two symptom mostly that i experienced 

• We implement and use multi-core programs in most (if not all) of our work otherwise experiments 
take days to finish. We expect this to increase going forward and expect other researchers to face 
the same needs.

• Deep learning is popular, so nodes contain Nvidia GPU are needed

Comments from participants who only use parallel resources:

• The staff is excellent and my group has benefited a lot from their assistance and guidance.  

• I kindly request to increase the number GPU nodes and speed of the CPU nodes.

Comments about serial resources by participants who use both parallel and serial resources:

• Quality journals are requiring higher and higher level calculations for best accuracy and consequent 
publication - the computational resource needs are increasing.

• here also same data transfer time and memory is not enough 

• We do serial computations in a distributed fashion in large-scale experiments on real and simulated 
data. We run the same serial program on many multiple inputs across different nodes. Thus our serial
work is really distributed computing and we expect the same of other researchers.

• Kong is very bad and very unstable, errors frequently happen when I run simulations

Comments from participants who only use serial resources:

• It would be nice if HPC center offers practical non-credit courses to students and faculty members 
on how to use HPC resources.

• ok now, but could be better

• They are very slow, and support is not adequate. 



• I haven't used it sufficiently to give an adequate answer to this.


